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Four Things Structured Cabling 
Teams Should Know about   
Optical Port Tapping  

 
 
Optical port tapping is an old-school concept applied to new-school technology. 
What’s port tapping? The word tap is used in the very old-fashioned surveillance sense – i.e., a “vampire 
tap” on a copper telephone line to monitor the communications being transmitted.  
 
In the new world of optical networking, optical port tapping refers to collecting, for analysis, any traffic 
being transmitted and received along an optical network link. In some instances, network administrators 
will manually configure their electronics switch to replicate a link’s data and send it to a device for 
analytics. This is called active tapping, and it requires that one switch port be utilized solely for tapping, 
reducing the number of ports that can be used for live network data. 
 
Sometimes, tapping is done passively by adding a tap device – in the form of a passive optical splitter – to 
the link. The data then passes through this splitter device to both its intended recipient and to a 
monitoring device. Passive tapping is considered “pass through,” in that the link’s traffic is not replicated 
by the switch in any way – instead the optical signal’s power is divided and the data stream is sent 
simultaneously to both live traffic and monitoring electronics. 

 
 
Optical port tapping helps network administrators gather key insight about the network. 
While the idea of “tapping” has obvious surveillance implications, making it desirable for analyzing 
potential security threats (denial of service attacks, hackers), many network administrators use port 
tapping to monitor in real-time the performance of their network and identify bottlenecks or other 
performance issues. 
 
 
Passive port tapping has traditionally been an “after-market” add-on to the cabling infrastructure.  
Until recently, network administrators have been required to plug in a passive tap device as an additional 
segment at the beginning or end of their channel link. They connect via jumpers from the patch panel or 
module at one end of the link to the tap device, and then break out from the tap device to the separate 
switching and monitoring electronics. Any changes to the monitored ports require them to temporarily 
disable the entire link – including the live traffic – in order to make new physical connections.  

 
In addition to this obvious disadvantage, such a design also adds two connector pairs to the total link 
length, which can be a concern at higher data rates. And network administrators must also find room for 
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each passive tap device within their rack - the usual rule of thumb is to add another 1U of rack space for 
every 8-16 ports that are tapped! 

 
 
Structured cabling teams can now offer network administrators a built-in path for network 
monitoring that reduces the risk of downtime and takes up less rack space.  
Imagine a module, like you use today in your data center structured cabling for managing cross connects 
and interconnects, that integrates the passive tap directly into it. No separate device required. Now, you 
have built in the ability to add or change monitored ports with no disruption to the live network link, no 
unplanned jumper segments taxing the optical budget, and without taking up any additional rack space for 
a separate device.  

 
 

 
And this solution also allows you to integrate these tap modules directly into your existing data center 
cabling infrastructure – no new hardware required and with the ability to mix standard and tap modules 
within the same hardware for go-as-you-grow flexibility. Monitor 12 ports today and 24 ports a year from 
now, by simply swapping out another standard module for a tap module when you’re ready. No new 
cabling required.  
 
Sound too good to be true?  
Don’t worry. An integrated tap module costs the same (or less) per port than the bulky, disaggregated tap 
devices your network administrators are buying today. Want to know more? Visit 
http://cablesystems.corning.com/1-StructuredCablingTap.html.   

  


